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Ligatures 89

to the last note (finalis) of the ligature. The other combinations of B
and L, namely, L L, B B, and L B, were considered as lacking in one or
both of the two basic requirements, a condition which was expressed by
replacing the word cum (with) by the word sine (without). Therefore,
if a ligature is sine proprietate its initial note is not B, but L; and if a
ligature is sine perjeclione its final note is not L, but B. There result

the four following combinations:

cum proprietate et cum perfectione (cum-cum) : B L
sine proprietate et cum perfectione (sine-cum)

:

L L
cum proprietate et sine perfectione (cum-sine) : B B
sine proprietate et sine perfectione (sine-sine)

:

L B

To make these changes in value apparent in the notation the forms
of the original ligatures were modified in certain ways, as the following
table shows:

Designation Value Shape
desc. asc.

cum proprietate et cum perfectione B L y (l) 3 ^ ^ (9)

sine proprietate et cum perfectione L L % (3) ] ] w J^ ao)

cum proprietate et sine perfectione B B ^ (5) ^ t6)

sine proprietate et sine perfectione LB S <- 7) J (6>

As may be seen from this table the proprietas, i.e., the value of the
initial note, is determined by the presence or absence of a vertical

descending stroke at the left. This principle, simple in itself, is compli-
cated by the fact that in the two original forms cum-cum, the descending
ligature (1) has a stroke while the ascending one (2) has none. Cor-
respondingly, in the derivative forms sine proprietate, the descending
ligature is written without a stroke [(3), (7)] and the ascending ligature
\yith a stroke, either on the left or, more frequently, on the right side of
the lower note [(4), (8)].

Change in the perjectio—that is, the value of the finalis—from L to B
is indicated by modifying the shape of the body of the ligature. Two
kinds of change are employed, dependent upon whether the ligature
ascends or descends. If it ascends, the second note instead of being
written vertically above the first as in (2) and (4), is written with the
head turned to the right, as in (6) and (8). If the ligature descends,
however, the change of perjectio is indicated by replacing the square
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